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A- Allowed operating region using out-of-core detectors 

B- Allowed operating region using prompt in-cores 

Result —*• Operating flexibilityfload follow) 

Faster return to full power 

* 
_ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ Capacity factor 

FIG. 7.b 
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QUESTION OF AUTOMATION OF PERIODICAL SLOW 
PROCESS IN NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS 

S. BERTA 
F.roterv, 
Hungary 

In Hungary one QAQ MW PR'.1/ u n i t Is In s e r v i c e and the 
second one i s under couiniss ionins . Two u n i t s have one 
background coaplex. Fur the r tv/o P»R u n i t s are beings made 
and of course another background complex. In the PWJJ 
technology these background t e c h n o l o g i c a l processes ensure 
the safe and contaminat ion f ree o p e r a t i o n . They task t o 
prevent the escape of noxious, chemical or r a d i o a c t i v e 
by -p roduc t s . 

'fhe main t echno log ica l p a r t s of the background complex: 
- Fuel c e l l r e s t i n g 
- tfour different water filtering systecw 
- Hydrogen contact burners 
- Tv/o Qaa filtering systems 
- fluid wastage and contaminated resin handling 

—Prepare of chemical solutions 

The aim of this article is to study the possibilities 
of autouation of the background complex. 
1. Characteristic features of processes in background technology 

- Slow chemical procedures 
- Periodical operation 
- The connection among; main technolosical processes 
are exactly determined 

- Characteristic topological structures: - line 
- branch 
- loop 

- The process i t s e l f or i t s elements are d u p l i c a t e d , 
in soue case u i t l t l p l l c a t e d . 



conventional control theory was applied In the design 
of the first background complex. According to the 
conventional power station practice, moat of the 
valves were hand operated, only the minor of them the 
and the pumps had remote control. The operation of 
valves In contaminated area could be done from a safe 
place by cardan shafts. The instrumentation was adapted 
to the structure of operation. 
Advantages: - on site connection with the technology, 
simple and safe operation. 
Disadvantages:- The coinpletition of different technol
ogical routes is slow, needs great practice, high 
attention and survey. The lack of any of these can 
cause false operation and sometimes accidents. 
Many skilled workers are required 
Hew requirements 
- On-line connection between the technology and the 

control room 
- Interlockings for preventing fals operations. 
- txact data lodging, computation. 
- In case of disturbance nobody has to risk his healt. 
The proposed solution was the application of Hungarian 
made microprocessor process control systems, 
- For the organisation of remote control and technol

ogical limit values Programming Logic Controller 
/PLC/ was suggested 

- For the operator communication and data lodging, 
.cosed-loop control, and'fcr computation, SAM 85 
system with a display monitor and printer configuration 
was suggested 

- For registration and integration functions control 
board instruments were suggested. 

The way of solution was 
the analysis and the exact description of the technol
ogical processes 

- determining the minimum number of remote controlled valve:; 
- fitting of the instrumentation to the requirements of 

on-line connection 
- analysts of closed-loop control 
- selection an'', specification of elements taking part in 

the automation procedure. 
6. Iteration for finding the optimum. This procedure quires 

cooperation among members taking part in the realization 
of theproject. 

7. Decision. The decision was no for the automation of the 
total background complex. There is general averse to the 
microprocessor systems. Everybody ajpreciate the advantages 
but these is no experience in the next cases 
- the behaviour of the operator when there is a breakdown 

the electronic system. 
- ttie operators loose the on site connection with the 

equipuent, they will be lazy and will be bored. 
- ensurance of spare components during the whole life of 

the system 
- nearly everybody has one or two bad experiences with 

the repair of home electronic equipments. This is the 
question of reliability. 

8. Compromise 
A part of the background complex technology is located 
in a separate building. This part is nearly 30 % of the 
whole. In this separate building there is a local control 
room, subordinated to the central one. 

The compromise decision was to adapt the same configuration 
of the PLC and SAM 85 microprocessor systems to this part 
technology. The aim is to get experiences and practice in 
the use of microprocessor systens in nuclear power stations. 
<Ve have already finished the design, and according to the 
scedule this system will be in service till the end of this 
year. Tills vlll be the first reference of Hungarian made 



PLC and SAM 65 microprocessor systeas woricin;j in nuclear 
power station envirouent. 1'he experiences o£ commissionin& 
and the first year service will <:iake better our knov>ledye 
on how to organize such systeu3, and how to apply them on 
other nuclear power station technology. 
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NEUTRON MONITORING SYSTEM FOR BWR's 
Experience and developments 

W. HAR1 ST 
Kraftwerk Union AG, 
Offenbach, 
Federal Republic of Germany 

1 Introduct ion 

I will apeak about experience)and developments of the KWU-Neutron 
Monitoring System for Boiling Water Reactors. Let me first give 
you a short introduction to the Neutron Monitoring Systea: 

The Neutron flux density Is a measure of the power generated in 
a reactor by nuclear fission. In boiling water reactors the neu
tron flux density la usually measured by means of incore detec
tors. 

A traversing incore probe (TIP) system is used to monitor the 
power distribution and to calibrate the incore detectors. 

As the neutron flux density varies over approximately 11 decades 
between shut-down and full power this range cannot be covered 
by a single monitoring system and is therefore subdivided into 
three overlapping partial ranges, namely the 

- Source Range (SRM) 
- Intermediate Range (IHM) 
and the 

- Power Range (LPRM) 

The detectors of the Neutron Monitoring System are housed in as
semblies extending into the reactor core at water gap intersec
tion between core modules. 


